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World Changes
Which hospital?

Fastest route to hospital?

Quarantine?

How many operating rooms?

Condition?

How many victims?

Medical history?

Call in specialists?

Special equipment needed?

Transport

En route
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Let's Connect the Links in the Chain of Survival

An invitation to participate in
The National Task Force for Advanced Emergency Information Exchange Networks
EMS Communications – the Future

- Network of Networks
  - Voice, Data, Video
- Description of Requirements
- Suggested Development/Advocacy Methods
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EMS Communications: Current and Future

“I wonder…” vs. “I know…”

- System Status Pre-Dispatch
- Event
- Dispatch
- To Scene
- At Scene
- To Hospital
- Emergency Department/Specialty Unit
- Transfer To Specialty Center
Event: “I have no clue…”
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At Scene: “I wonder…”
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Needs Summary

- Polling Devices (No → BMIS-T)
- Accessible Databases
- Database Interfaces (USDHS: CAP, DE, NIEM)
- Interoperable Voice/Data Communications (USDHS: NIEM, SafeCom/DM)
- Wall-to-Wall Connectivity/Accessibility (Rural Areas)
- Further Technology Development
  - Radio Frequency ID Applications
  - Advanced Automatic Collision Notification (AACN)
  - Software Defined Radio
  - Alerting (Vehicle and System)
  - Speech Recognition (No → DOD/TATRC)
  - Video/Medical Device Output (Beginning)